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Abstract
This paper describes a novel T-shaped Shallow Trench

Isolation (sTD technology which has the same effective
isolation length with conventional STI and dramatically

fowered aspect ratio. We adopt this technology to 5lZ
Mbit flash memory and ensure excellent struitural and
electrical properties. And then we obtain the excellent gap
filling ability even in I Gbit flash memory and beyond.

Introduction
In coming digital era, the need of high density flash

memory become bigger and bigger. So, isolation
technology is swiftly transforming from LOCOS to STI to
fulfill the need of high density devices. But, conventional
STI has also problems such as void free gapfill, gate oxide
integrrty and CMP planarization [l]. Especlal$, trench fill
without void is a critical problem because flish memory
has line-type cell layout. In this paper, by changing of
french shape, We propose a new isolation structuie with
lower aspect ratio but same trench depth. It can be used for
I Gbit level flash memory.

Capability limitation of the Gapfill
Fig. 1 shows the relationship between the aspect ratio

increasing and the gapfilling ability of O, TEOS Undoped
Silicate Glass (USG) and High Densiry plasma (HDp) in
proportion as flash memory gets more integrated.
According to this graph, 03 TEOS USG can fill up io 256
Mbit has aspect ratio 2:1, HDp can fill up to 512 Mbit has
aspect ratio of 3:1. For the case of beyond lcbit design
rule, BPSG and poly silicon filling method are examined
to solve filling problem. But it also has to sorve device
influence and stress increasing problem l2l, [31.

T-shaped STI fabrication process
'Ih--e schematic of proposed T-shaped STI is outlined in

Fig. 2. After active definition, 0.15/m deep lst trench is
foymed. The depth of lst trench is shallow enough to fill it
using USG/ HDP. After l80nm thick oxide deposition,
oTidg spacer is formed (Fig. 2 (a)). The thickness of spacer
will be defined the width of 2nd trench. 0.25W deep Znd
trench is etched using oxide spacer mask (Fig. 2 Gj) ana
oxide spacer is removed by wet etching (Fig. 2 (c))..After
T-shaped trench is formed, trench oxidation, gapfill with
usc or HDP oxide and cMp process for planariiation are
performed respectively. Finally stack layer is removed by
wet etching (Fig.2 (d).

Physical Characteristics
Fig. 3 shows the SEM photograph of conventional & T-

r^9:0 STI. In spite of the same rrench depth, T-shaped
STI is completely filled with USG and void within 2nd
french will not affect device characteristics. The reason
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why there is superior gapfilling abiliry in T-shape STI is
examined by CVD simulation. In gapfilling process, void
is made due to the overhang of CVD oxide. To increase
the aspect ratio, void by overhang is become larger and
located in STI surface. T-shaped STI, however, void is
only located in narrow 2nd trench and effective aspect
ratio is limited to lst trench depth. ConsequenAy, f-
shaped STI has superior gapfill properfy. Stress that is
concentrated on the concave trench profile in T-shaped
STI process is simulated by T-SUpREM a (Fig. 4). New
stress concentrating points are generated at the lst trench
corner. But, the sffess level is not enough to make a defect
such as dislocation and the stress level at interface
between silicon and field oxide is similar to that of
conventional STI.

Electrical Cha racteristics
Fig. 5 shows the characteristics of N*llrl*, p*/p* BVDSS.

There are no different punchthrough characteristics
between T-shaped and conventional Sff. fig. 6 presents
device simulation results of the E-field characteristics
according to Vd. T-shaped STI has a isolation
strurgthening effects because of the narrow depletion
width. The reason is that the doping level in this region is
increased by T-shaped trench profile. Junction leakage
curve is shown at Fig. 7. The stress level in STI is not
quite different, so junction leakage is similar to that of
conventional STI. In T-shaped STI processes, oxide
undercut is formed when oxide spacer iJwet striped. The
effect of undercut is examined by Gox integrity and
transistor characteristics as shown in Fig. g and i. fn,
level of Gox breakdown is similar to thai of normal STI,
and it cannot be shown h*p in transistor operation. The
effect of undercut to electrical characteristics is negligible.
We applied this technology to I Gbit flash memory. Eig.
l0 shows its resulr. The filling ability of T-shaped trench
is better than conventional sTI, of which the celi pitch and
aspect ratio are 0.34W and 3:1, respectively.

Conclusions
In this paper, a novel T-shaped trench isolation

telhnology is adopted to 5l2Mbit NAND flash memory.
The filling of srl in flash memory is more difficult thin
other devices because of line-type cell layout. However,
we solved this problem through the change of STI profile.
As far as there is no breakthrough in gap filling material,
we believe this technology will be a strong candidate for
ULSI isolation.
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Fig. 6 Simulated depletion characteristics according to drain
Because of T-shaped trench profile, T-shaped STI shows
depletion width than conventional STL

voltage.
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Fig. 2 The process flow of T-shaped STI. 1ay active definition and
spacer formation (u) 24d trench etch, (c) spacer wet stripped, (a)
after trench filling, CMP, gate-poly deposition.
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Fig. 4 Simulated shear
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(r) Conventional STI

Fig. l0 SEM photographs of the
worst case of gap-fill with HDP
oxide. Memory cell pitch and
aspect ratio are 0.34m and 4.3,
respectively.
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